




Total for Question 5 = 12 marks 

Level 0 No rewardable content 

1 1 - 2  a limited explanation of the differences using one fact OR one piece

of data from the chart OR factor(s) affecting thinking/braking
distance.

e.g. A has a longer thinking distance OR B is a longer braking
distance

OR thinking distance can be affected by a driver using their phone
 the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses

limited scientific terminology

 spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy

2 3 - 4  a simple explanation, giving more than one fact using data from

the chart about either car OR at least one piece of data about each
OR  using one piece of data from the chart about one car AND at

least one factor affecting thinking/braking distance
OR  a statement linking data from the chart to the cause for one car
but nothing correct about the other car

e.g. A has a braking distance of (about) 33 m, its thinking distance
is longer than an average car.

OR B has a longer stopping distance. B’s reaction time is faster than
the Highway code.
OR B has a very short thinking time. Car B’s brakes may be worn

out
OR Driver A may have drunk alcohol making his reaction time

slower. Car B has better brakes   (NB 2nd sentence is incorrect) 
 the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity

and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately

 spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy

3 5 - 6  a detailed explanation linking data from the chart to the cause for

one car AND at least one statement about the other
OR two statements linking data from the chart to the cause for one

car
e.g. B has a braking distance of (about) 60 m. This means B might
be on a wet road. A has a longer thinking distance.

OR B has a shorter thinking distance than A. A has a longer thinking
distance compared to the average (in highway code). He may be a

drink driver.
 the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range

of scientific terminology accurately

 spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors

 
 











Total for Question 5 = 12 marks 

Level 0 No rewardable content 

1 1 - 2  A limited explanation involving descriptions of the graph.

 E.g. The rocket gets faster as it goes up during stage 1. The
rocket slows down during stage 2

 the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
limited scientific terminology

 spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited
accuracy

2 3 - 4  A simple explanation involving interpretations of the shape of

the graph   e.g. The rocket’s velocity increases during stage 1
because the burning fuel provides a force. The rocket

accelerates downwards during stage 3
 the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of

clarity and organisation and uses scientific terminology
appropriately

 spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy

3 5 - 6  A detailed explanation which includes descriptions and
interpretations for the shape of the graph including an

explanation.
E.g. The rocket’s acceleration during stage 1 is increasing

because it is losing mass as the fuel is burnt. It then slows down
until it reaches maximum height at the end of stage 2

 the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a

range of scientific terminology accurately
 spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors

 
 








